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From a 4x USA Today Bestselling AuthorScandal. Intrigue. Heat.Can you handle Hot

Hollywood?Scarlett arrives in Hollywood with a screenplay and the dream of getting her script made

into a movie. Ã‚Â She pitches her idea all over town, but no one&apos;s biting.A chance meeting

thrusts her into the lap of movie studio billionaire, Oliver Tate, the most powerful man in Hollywood.

Ã‚Â He is exquisitely handsome, seductive, and full of secrets.Oliver agrees to produce

Scarlett&apos;s movie, but for a price. Ã‚Â Will their love be the ultimate reward or the biggest

mistake of her life?Compulsively readable,Ã‚Â Deep FocusÃ‚Â is an emotionally intense, sexy love

story you won&apos;t want to miss. Ã‚Â Scroll up and Buy It Now!
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Scarlett Rhodes a recent film school graduate from USC has her sights set on producing movies in

Hollywood. Oliver Tate is a media billionaire owning Tate Studios one of the most power film studios

in the industry. When Scarlett & Oliver have a chance meeting both of their lives change forever.

Though neither of them know the other it doesn't take long before Scarlett understands just who



Oliver is. Through his own manipulation Oliver sets in motion for their lives to collide at the Cannes

film festival. But Scarlett doesn't like being handled, she likes depending on herself to be able to

solve her life's struggles. Yet Scarlett & Oliver are both are hiding from their pasts & both have built

walls around themselves that will take an extraordinary amount of patience & understanding to tear

down.This first installment of the Hot Hollywood series is an intense emotional ride you take with

two very shut down emotionally characters. They have both allowed tragedies from their pasts to

dictate how they live their lives & run from allowing others to truly know who they each are. Scarlett

doesn't know how to let someone care deeply for her so she pushes & pulls Oliver to her. But

Oliver's need for ultimate control leaving you feel like you've been on a roller coaster ride with their

challenges to get close. This book is meant for mature readers.I voluntarily reviewed a Free Copy of

this book from the author.

I voluntarily reviewed an ARC of this book but I've also purchased it. I loved it! What a great story!

Both Scarlett and Oliver are broken people scarred by their pasts, so they live with walls or guards

up. As they get to know each other better, Scarlett reluctantly, they tell each other more about their

pasts. I'm not sure it 'frees' them in any way. The trauma, especially for Scarlett, is still there. So

Oliver wants to make it go away, in any way he can, permanently...then CLIFFHANGER.

I thoroughly enjoyed Oliver and Scarlett's dramatic love story. Oh my goodness what a train ride for

the two lovers. Oliver Tate is a Hollywood billionaire who owns Tate Studios in Los Angeles. Scarlett

runs away from San Francisco to Los Angeles to escape the so called landlord who raped her and

tried to burn her alive to cover up all of the evidence. There is so much drama, hate, suspense, lies,

jealousy and everything else needed to make this series as good as it was portrayed to the reader. I

have read all 4 books in this series and just couldn't put any of them down until the very last page.

Thank goodness for the Happy Ever After which Oliver and Scarlett truely deserved after all that

they went through to prove their love for one another. I loved reading this book. Well done to the

author.

Film school grad Scarlett Rhodes pitches her screenplay all over Hollywood but there aren't any

takers ... until Mr. Perfect, the devastatingly handsome guy she met at Cretolio Restaurant during

her graduation dinner, walks into a meeting where Scarlett is making her pitch. Movie studio

billionaire Oliver Tate is the most powerful man in Hollywood. Oliver and Scarlett are two broken

people who are intensely attracted to each other. Will the secrets of their past drive them apart?



This story ends on a cliffhanger.Madisyn Ashmore delivers an intriguing, exciting and steamy story

full of twist and turns. I highly recommend this book and can't wait to read Sleeper Hit, Book 2 of the

Hot Hollywood series.

Reads just like you expect Hollywood to be . You feel like your a part of it all . This one will grab you

from the start and hold you till the end . Scarlett Rhodes and Oliver Tate have hot and sexy

chemistry between them . The dynamics between them was intense and great back and forth . The

secondary characters are just as interesting . Not to mention the bonus stories at the end . Definitely

worth the read .

This is a dramatic story with a lot of players. Oliver is a little bit psycho, a lot secretive and

completely obsessed. There also seems to be a cold darkness in him. Theo seems like a really nice

guy, but there's something off about him. Scarlett is a survivor, but she has no backbone at all when

it comes to Oliver and his manipulations. Angela is a jealous b**ch who likes to abuse the people

she deems beneath her. The relationship between Oliver and Scarlett runs from hot to freezing in a

matter of seconds, either he shuts down or she pushes him away. So far I haven't figured out if I like

them as a couple.

Just because a title says "Book 1" does NOT mean it is clear this is a serial! Unfortunately, I am not

so engaged with this story that I "need" to read the next book, especially if there is going to be more

than 1 more. I am good with the happily ever after in my head without the need to continue the

series. By the end, Scarlett was really starting to irritate me. There was a lot of unnecessary "I love

him, I want to be with him" and "No, I can't be with him anymore".

A girl trying to make it as a filmmaker just out of college has a rude awakening when it comes to the

reality of the movie industry. Oliver happens to dabble in the film industry among his other

investments. But since they want each other, she won't take his help leading to her being difficult

and hard-headed about anything he offers her. This was a good story, although Scarlett got a bit

annoying in her steadfastness.
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